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Abstract: This paper describes the crystal structure of a novel, hypothetical 3-,8-connected

cubic structural pattern with the binary stoichiometry A3B8. The novel pattern lies in space

group Pm3m, number 221. It possesses the Wells point symbol (4468812)3(4
3)8 and has the

Wellsean Schläfli index (6, 4.3636). It is derived from the Andreini space filling arrangement of

octahedra and cuboctahedra by replacing the areas where there are face-sharing of the polyhedra

with the inscription of 3-connected, trigonal planar vertices, and retaining the points where the

polyhedra share vertices in cube coordination. The structure-type could be representative of a

binary metal oxide in which the metal cation attains a relatively high oxidation state of 51/3+.

Possible metal oxide models for the structure-type include M3O8 (where M is a Group 6 or 7

elements).
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1 Introduction

The mathematical-crystallographic problem of the systematic enumeration of 3-dimensio-

nal networks, and other structures, remains an open question according to leading crys-

tallographers like O’Keeffe [1]. Wells has used various strategies to enumerate networks

in 3-dimensions including the introduction of topological isomorphisms from existing net-
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works and a strategy for deriving 3-dimensional networks from plane nets by constructing

3D lattices from points generated by screw axes placed at the nodes of the corresponding

2D network [2].

In this paper, a strategy is presented for generating a novel 3-dimensional 3-, 8-

connected cubic pattern by its derivation from a polyhedral space-filling model due to

Andreini [2]. In the space filling model of this strategy, the 3-connected, trigonal planar

vertices are simply inscribed in the triangular faces where conjugate octahedra and cuboc-

tahedra, share faces. The 8-connected, cube coordinated vertices are retained from the

original space-filling where the conjugate polyhedra share vertices. It is evident that this

strategy for deriving networks in 3D could be extended, perhaps, to many of the possible

polyhedral space-fillings where 3-connected trigonal planar vertices could be inscribed in

triangular faces that are shared by the polyhedra. The 4-connected, square-planar ver-

tices could be similarly inscribed in the shared square faces, and so on, with respect to

other substitutions of this kind.

2 Methods

In the course of investigating hypothetical structural modifications in the cubic symmetry

class by theoretical methods, [1, 2] the authors stumbled upon a novel 3-,8-connected

structure-type with a binary stoichiometry A3B8. An idealized illustration of this new

structure-type is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Drawing of Moravia structure-type, in space group Pm3m.
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The structure is derived from the 1-to-1 space-filling arrangement of octahedra and

cuboctahedra first proposed by Andreini [2]. To get the Moravia structure from the

Andreini space-filling of octahedra and cuboctahedra, one simply replaces the triangular

areas where faces are shared between the conjugate polyhedra with the inscription of

trigonal planar, 3-connected vertices. Thus, one retains the 8-connected vertices in the

space-filling arrangement where the conjugate polyhedra share points of connection with

each other. We chose the name Moravia for the lattice to commemorate the village by the

same name in the Finger Lakes region of New York State. It is evident from Figure 1 that

the structure bears a striking resemblance to a hydrocarbon octaradical fragment first

reported by Eisenstein et al. in 1980 [3]. Indeed the Moravia structure, in some sense,

represents an extension of the octaradical fragment into a fully 3-dimensional network.

This also presents another route to the derivation of the Moravia net and here from the

point of view of a molecular fragment.

3 Results and discussion

The Moravia lattice as shown in Figure 1 has 8 white circles per unit cell representing 3-

connected trigonal planar atoms (labeled here as B) and 3 black circles per unit cell, which

surround the trigonal planar atoms that represent 8-connected tetragonally distorted cube

centered atoms (labeled here as A). While in the Andreini space-filling of octahedra and

cuboctahedra all vertices are ideally undistorted, 8-connected, cube centered ones. The

cubic 3-,8-connected structural pattern shown in Figure 1, with binary stoichiometry

A3B8, lies in space group Pm3m, number 221, with atoms in the following Wyckoff

positions: the three 8-connected cube centered atoms are in 3(d) (1/2, 0, 0) and the eight

3-connected trigonal planar atoms are in 8(g) ±(x, x, x); x = 1/6. [4]

The topology of the crystalline materials has been developed elsewhere and does not

require a separate description here. [5] The Moravia lattice possesses the Wells point

symbol (4468812)3(4
3)8 and it therefore is a Wellsean network which has the Schläfli index

(6, 4.3636). One can see that the polygonality, n, is given by the integer 6, yet the Wells

point symbol indicates the net is an admixture of smallest circuits of size 4, 6 and 8.

In the configuration of the net reported here, with the free parameter x set equal

to 1/6, there is no bond angle strain in the 3-connected atoms of the structure-type

as the trigonal planar atoms are at the ideal trigonal angle of 120̊. The cube-centered

atoms have a tetragonally distorted configuration, with the c/a ratio of the tetragonally

distorted 8-connected cubes being 2, for the trigonal atom’s coordinates set to x = 1/6.

In some instances, Nature seems to favor strain-free structure-types, as found in the

ubiquitous structure-types such as occurring in diamond, perovskite, fluorite, sodium

chloride, rutile and cesium chloride, to name some examples of the strain-free type of

structural motif. Unfortunately, in the Moravia structure-type there is no possibility for

achieving such a strain free lattice except under severe distortion of the trigonal planar

sites to a tetrahedral coordination, corresponding to the fluorite structural-type.
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4 Conclusions

Actual realizations of the 3-,8-connected network reported here, would likely be interesting

from the point of view of their potential magnetic properties since the lone trigonal atoms

in the lattice could bear a lone p electron in the corresponding p-orbital perpendicular

to the trigonal sp2 hybridized atomic plane [6]. For example, a counter anion such as

a [He]2s22p5 C3− carbide anion, would correspond to this situation with a potentially

magnetically-active spin value of 1/2 with the lone p electron occupying the pz orbital

perpendicular to the local trigonally coordinated atomic plane in the Moravia lattice.

Yet the corresponding oxidation state in the metallic counter cations, for 3- anions would

be very large at 8+.

Therefore, the trigonal planar vertices in Moravia’s structure could likely be repre-

sented by like O atoms (or [He]2s22p5 O1−anions or [He]2s22p6 O2− anions) in which one

of the lone pairs on the O atom is used in a dative bond with a metal center (counter

cation). Such a metallic oxide would be forced to possess highly oxidized metal centers

because of its stoichiometry. Indeed for the A3B8 stoichiometry, in which the B atoms

are O2−, the corresponding A atoms would have to be metal cations with a formal charge

of 51/3+. Such a high oxidation state could only be achieved by the middle members of

the d-block since elements from the s-block or p-block would not be likely able to achieve

such a high oxidation state. Possible candidates for a Moravia phase include M3O8 where

M is a Group 6 or 7 elements such as in the phases Mn3O8 and Cr3O8.
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